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Field dependence of the energy of a molecule in a magnetic field
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By combining the variational principle and the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, various forms of virial equa-
tions are obtained: for a many-electron system in arbitrary scalar and vector potential fields, for a neutral or
charged molecule in an arbitrary vector potential field, for a molecule and an atom in a homogeneous magnetic
field. These virial equations and their integrals represent exact results for the field-dependence of the ground-
state and excited-state energies of the considered systems. Their validity is demonstrated not only for the exact
eigenenergies, but also for a wide class of approximate energies, including the Hartree-Fock approximation and
the intense-field limit of the statistical Thomas-Fermi model.@S1050-2947~99!07710-0#

PACS number~s!: 31.10.1z, 33.15.2e, 95.30.Ft, 31.15.Pf
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I. INTRODUCTION

A good deal of interest now centers on the area of ato
and molecules in intense external magnetic fields~MFs!
@1–3#. Part of the motivation, at least, has come from t
huge MFs that exist at the surfaces of neutron stars@4#. The
problem of stability of negative molecular ions@5,6# has also
generated a lot of interest, which has provided additio
motivation for the present study embracing molecular geo
etries for both neutral and charged species.

In the present investigation, a major theme is to expl
the knowledge of the field-dependence of the ground-s
~GS! energy of a many-electron system~in particular, a mol-
ecule! immersed in an arbitrary MF. The principal tools em
ployed below are~a! the variational principle and~b! the
Hellmann-Feynman theorem. The outline of the paper is t
as follows. In Sec. II below, the Hamiltonian used throug
out is defined in terms of arbitrary potential fields, as well
its expectation value in terms of low-order density matric
~DMs!. This is followed in turn by a discussion of our prin
cipal tools, which leads to the virial equation~VE!. Section
III specializes this result to a molecule with clamped nuc
in an arbitrary MF, while Sec. IV specializes further to
homogeneous MF of arbitrary strengthB. In that context,
some attention is given to ‘‘uniform scaling,’’ i.e., scaling a
bond lengths in the molecular species by the same factoR.
This is followed by a derivation of the GS molecular ener
as a function ofR and B in terms of the first-order DM
~1DM!. An alternative form for this same energy is deriv
in terms of the pair density~the diagonal form of 2DM!. As
a special, and very significant case, the field-dependenc
the molecular energy is obtained at a fixed molecular ge
etry. The simplifications to be achieved for a single atom
a homogeneous MF are then stressed in Sec. V. To
point, all results are exact, but inevitably formal because
the appearance of fully interacting 1DMs and 2DMs in t
presence ofB. Therefore, it is of importance that for som
approximate solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation these for
mally exact relations continue to be valid, as discussed
PRA 601050-2947/99/60~4!/2853~14!/$15.00
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some length in Sec. VI, where, in addition to the Hartre
Fock method@7,8#, the Thomas-Fermi statistical model@9#,
generalized to intense MFs@10–13#, is among the approxi-
mations treated. The validity of the results for the fiel
dependence of the GS energy is shown to hold also for
excited-state energies. Section VII constitutes a summar
the main achievements of the present study. In Appendix
some attention is given to questions involving gauge inva
ance. In connection with the magnetic-Thomas-Fermi mo
it is verified in Appendix B that the known expression@12#
for the approximate GS energy of an atom~as a function of
the electron numberN, the atomic numberZ, and the MFB),
satisfies the VE and the related to it extrapolating express

In view of the importance nowadays of the densit
functional theory~DFT! ~see, e.g., Ref.@14#!, we would like
to comment on DFT aspects of VEs. Since all DFT calcu
tions of the GS molecular energy in MF bear some error d
to approximate~by necessity! exchange-correlation scala
and vector potentials, the discrepancy in satisfaction of V
and other relationships derived here may help to determ
the best approximants. Our previous work@15# shows that
thedifferentialVE ~which leads to the present ‘‘global’’ VE
by means of integration! can be used to reveal properties
the field-dependent exchange-correlation potential of
DFT.

II. ARBITRARY POTENTIAL FIELDS

A. The Hamiltonian and its expectation value in terms of
density matrices

The nonrelativistic Hamiltonian for a system ofN inter-
acting electrons moving in the fields of the external sca
potentialv(r ), and of the vector potentialA(r ), which de-
fines the MF~the magnetic flux density! via

B~r ;@A# !5“~r !3A~r !, ~2.1!

is given by
2853 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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Ĥ@v,A#5(
j 51

N H 1

2m
„2 i\“~r j !1e A~r j !…

2

1
ge\

2m
ŝ~s j !•B~r j ;@A# !1v~r j !J 1(

i , j

N

u~r i ,r j !.

~2.2!

Here“(r )5]/]r , xj[$r j ,s j% denotes the space-spin coo
dinate of thej th electron,$m,2e% are its mass and charge
ŝ(s) is the spin angular momentum operator~its z compo-
nent having the eigenvalues6 1

2 ), g52.0023 is the electron
Landéfactor, and

u~r i ,r j !5
e2

4p«0

1

ur i2r j u
~2.3!

is the Coulombic electron-electron interaction potential.
simplify the notation, we suppress the dependence on fixeN

in writing the arguments ofĤ, and, next, of all related quan
tities. The SI convention for units and electromagnetic re
tions is used.

The expectation value of Ĥ with respect to
C(x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xN) — an antisymmetric, normalized wav
function ^CuC&51 — can be written in terms of low-orde
DMs as

^CuĤ@v,A#uC&5T̃0@r1#1T̃1@r1 ,A#1T̃2@n,A2#

1T̃18@g1 ,A#1Ṽ@n,v#1Ẽee@n2 ,u#,

~2.4!

where four kinetic-energy termsT̃0 , T̃1 , T̃2, andT̃18 due to
the Hamiltonian terms — free ofA, linear inA, quadratic in
A, and spin-MF interaction, respectively — are function
of the 1DM:

T̃0@r1#5E d3r t ~r ;@r1# !.0, ~2.5!

T̃1@r1 ,A#5E d3r e jp~r ;@r1# !•A~r !, ~2.6!

T̃2@n,A2#5E d3r n~r !
e2

2m
A2~r !.0, ~2.7!

T̃18@g1 ,A#52E d3r m~r ;@g1# !•B~r ,@A# !

52E d3r A~r !•$“~r !3m~r ;@g1# !%.

~2.8!

The termsṼ and Ẽee represent the electron-~external-scalar-
potential! interaction energy and the electron-electron int
action energy:

Ṽ@n,v#5E d3r n~r !v~r !, ~2.9!
o

-

-

Ẽee@n2 ,u#5E d3r 1 d3r 2 n2~r1 ,r2!u~r1 ,r2!.0.

~2.10!

Vanishing of the DMs and their derivatives at infinite di
tances has been used.

The functionals of the one-body DMs, involved inT̃0 , T̃1,
and T̃18 , are defined

t~r ;@r1# !5
\2

2m
“~r 8!•“~r 9!r1~r1r 8;r1r 9!ur85r950>0

~2.11!

for the conventional kinetic energy density,

jp~r ;@r1# !52
i\

2m
$“~r 8!2“~r 9!%r1~r1r 8;r1r 9!ur85r950

5
\

m
“~r 8!Im r1~r1r 8;r !ur850 ~2.12!

for the paramagnetic-current density vector, and

m~r ;@g1# !52
ge\

2m(
s

ŝ~s!g1~r ,s;r ,s8!us85s

~2.13!

for the magnetization density vector. The DMs are defined
usual~see, e.g., Refs.@14# and @15#!:

g2~x1 ,x2 ;x18 ,x28!

5
~N21!N

2 E dx3•••dxNC~x1 ,x2 ,x3 , . . . ,xN!

3C* ~x18 ,x28 ,x3 , . . . ,xN!, ~2.14!

n2~r1 ,r2!5 (
s1 ,s2

g2~r1 ,s1 ,r2 ,s2 ;r1 ,s1 ,r2 ,s2!>0,

~2.15!

g1~x1 ;x18!5
2

N21E dx2 g2~x1 ,x2 ;x18 ,x2!, ~2.16!

r1~r1 ;r18!5(
s1

g1~r1 ,s1 ;r18 ,s1!, ~2.17!

n~r1!5r1~r1 ;r1!>0, ~2.18!

the last being the electron-number density.

B. Variational principle

When C5C(x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xN ;@v,A#) is the GS wave
function of the HamiltonianĤ, Eq. ~2.2!,

Ĥ@v,A#C@v,A#5E@v,A#C@v,A#, ~2.19!

then Eq.~2.4! for ^CuĤuC&, with all DMs being functionals
of external fields$e.g.,r15r1@v,A# via Eqs.~2.14!–~2.18!%,
represents an expression for the GS energy of the syste
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E@v,A#5T0@v,A#1T1@v,A#1T2@v,A#1T18@v,A#

1V@v,A#1Eee@v,A#, ~2.20!

where T1@v,A#5T̃1@r1@v,A#,A# and similarly for other
terms.

On the way to obtain the VE let us define the followin
scaled function:

Cj~r1 ,s1 , . . . ,rN ,sN!

5j3N/2C~jr1 ,s1 , . . . ,jrN ,sN ;@v,A# !. ~2.21!

Since Cj is a normalized wave function and forj51 it
coincides with the GS function of the original system, E
~2.19!, it can be used as a trial function for determination
the GS energy of this system by means of the Rayleigh-R
variational principle:

E@v,A#5min
j

^CjuĤ@v,A#uCj&5^•••&uj51 . ~2.22!

Therefore, the necessary condition for this minimum m
hold:

05
]

]j
^CjuĤ@v,A#uCj&uj51 . ~2.23!

In terms ofrj,1 , . . . ,nj,2 — the DMs derived, according to
Eqs. ~2.14!–~2.18!, from the wave functionCj — Eq.
~2.21!, the last equation~2.23! is rewritten with the help of
Eq. ~2.4! as

05
]

]j
$T̃0@rj,1#1T̃1@rj,1 ,A#1T̃2@nj ,A2#1T̃18@gj,1 ,A#

1Ṽ@nj ,v#1Ẽee@nj,2 ,u#%j51 . ~2.24!

Then, by taking explicit form ofj-dependent DMs and thei
functionals, e.g., jp(r ;@rj,1#)5j4jp(jr ;@r1@v,A##), and,
next, by renaming variables of integrationjr→r , we find

05
]

]j
$j2T̃0†r1@v,A#‡1jT̃1†r1@v,A#,A1/j‡

1T̃2†n@v,A#,A1/j
2
‡1jT̃18@g1@v,A#,A1/j#

1Ṽ†n@v,A#,v1/j‡1jẼee@n2@v,A#,u#%j51 ,

~2.25!

where the modified fields are defined by

vl~r !5v~lr !, Al~r !5A~lr !. ~2.26!

The scalingu(j21r1 ,j21r2)5ju(r1 ,r2) of the Coulombic
potential, Eq.~2.3!, was taken into account. After performin
differentiations in Eq.~2.25! and changing the variablej
→l51/j, we obtain
.
f
tz

t

]

]l
$T̃1@r1@v,A#,Al#1T̃2@n@v,A#,Al

2#1T̃18@g1@v,A#,Al#

1Ṽ@n@v,A#,vl#%l51

52T0@v,A#1T1@v,A#1T18@v,A#1Eee@v,A#. ~2.27!

Using Eq. ~2.4!, we can rewrite the left-hand side of Eq
~2.27! as a derivative of the expectation value of a modifi
Hamiltonian,

]

]l
^C@v,A#uĤ@vl ,Al#uC@v,A#&ul51

52T0@v,A#1T1@v,A#1T18@v,A#1Eee@v,A#.

~2.28!

C. Hellmann-Feynman theorem

By virtue of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, we have

]

]l
E@vl ,Al#ul51

5^C@v1 ,A1#u
]

]l
Ĥ@vl ,Al#l51uC@v1 ,A1#&. ~2.29!

So, using this identity and also Eq.~2.20! we obtain from Eq.
~2.28! the following VE:

]

]l
E@vl ,Al#ul515E@v,A#1T0@v,A#2T2@v,A#2V@v,A#.

~2.30!

The VE~2.30! is gauge invariant, because this property ho
obviously for the total energyE and the external scalar po
tential energyV, while for the combinationT02T2 it is
proved in Appendix A.

The left-hand side of Eq.~2.30! — the change of the tota
energy due to the uniform scaling of the external fields, E
~2.26! — can be evaluated by means of functional differe
tiations, leading to another form of the VE:

E d3r H d̃E@v,A#

d̃v~r !
v8~r !1

d̃E@v,A#

d̃A~r !
•A8~r !J

5E1T02T22V, ~2.31!

where d̃ indicates thepartial functional differentiation, and
v8 andA8 are defined by@see Eq.~2.26!#

f 8~r !5
]

]l
f ~lr !ul515r•“~r ! f ~r !5r

] f ~r ,u,w!

]r
, ~2.32!

with the last form written in the spherical coordinates.
To explore further the VE~2.31!, we need to know the

functional derivativesd̃E/ d̃v and d̃E/ d̃A. The way leading
to explicit expressions for them will be demonstrated in d
tail in the example of the simpler case ofdv. By using Eq.
~2.4! and the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, we have
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E d3r
d̃E@v,A#

d̃v~r !
dv~r !

5
d

d«
E@v1«dv,A#«50

5^C@v,A#u
d

d«
Ĥ@v1« dv,A#«50uC@v,A#&

5
d

d«
Ṽ@n,v1«dv#«505Ṽ@n,dv# ~2.33!

@see, e.g., Eq.~A.2! of Ref. @14# for the definition of a func-
tional derivative by means of first equality here#, so

d̃E@v,A#

d̃v~r !
5n~r ;@v,A# !. ~2.34!

Similarly,

d

d«
E@v,A1« dA#«505T̃1@r1 ,dA#1T̃2@n,2A•dA#

1T̃18@g1 ,dA#. ~2.35!

Therefore

d̃E@v,A#

d̃A~r !
5ejp~r ;@r1# !12n~r !

e2

2m
A~r !

2$“~r !3m~r ;@g1# !%. ~2.36!

After inserting the results~2.34!, ~2.36!, and~2.32! into Eq.
~2.31!, and using again Eqs.~2.4!–~2.8!, we find the VE in
the following form:

2T01Eee2E d3r n~r !$r•“~r !%H v~r !1
e2

2m
A2~r !J

2E d3r e jp~r ;@r1# !•$r•“~r !21%A~r !

1E d3r m~r ;@g1# !•$r•“~r !%B~r ,@A# !50.

~2.37!

The following identity was helpful for obtaining th
B-dependent term:

E d3r $„r•“~r !…A~r !%•$“~r !3m~r !%

5E d3r m~r !•$11r•“~r !%B~r ,@A# !.

~2.38!

If the B-dependent term is neglected, Eq.~2.37! happens
to be the same as the VE~36! in Ref. @16#, obtained
by Erhard and Gross, and as Eq.~2.20! in Ref. @15#, ob-
tained by us in a different way. The present VE~2.37! ex-
tends the above-mentioned investigations by including
 e

B-dependent term, which stems from the corresponding t
~in its the most general form! in the Hamiltonian~2.2! con-
sidered here. It is worth noting that theB-dependent term in
Eq. ~2.37! vanishes for a homogeneous MF (B independent
of r ).

III. MOLECULE IN AN ARBITRARY MAGNETIC FIELD

We are going now to specify the external scalar poten
field to be created solely byM nuclei held clamped at the
positionsRl and having atomic numbersZl :

v~r !5ven~r ;Z,R!52
e2

4p«0
(
l 51

M
Zl

ur2Rl u
, ~3.1!

where the arrays of the potential characteristics are den
as

R5$R1 ,R2 , . . . ,RM%5~R1x ,R1y , . . . ,RMy ,RMz!,
~3.2!

Z5$Z1 ,Z2 , . . . ,ZM%. ~3.3!

So, theN-electron system now represents amolecule, which
is neutral ifN5( lZl , or ionized, ifN is different.

From Eq.~3.1! it is easy to evaluate the derivative of th
scaled potential@see Eq.~2.32!#:

ven8 ~r ;Z,R!5
]

]l
$l21ven~r ;Z,l21R!%l51

52S 11R•

]

]RD ven~r ;Z,R!. ~3.4!

So, with the help of Eq.~2.34!, the corresponding term in Eq
~2.31! in the case of a molecule can be written in the follo
ing form:

E d3r
d̃E@v,A#

d̃v~r !
v8~r !52Een2R•

]

]R
E@ven~ .;Z,R!,A#,

~3.5!

where the notationf ( ) represents a function — the mappin
r→ f (r ) — and

Een5E d3r n~r ! ven~r ! ~3.6!

denotes the electron-nuclei interaction energy~it replaces the
former termV). The Hellmann-Feynman theorem was us
in the last step to transform the term involving]ven/]R into

^]Ĥ/]R&5]E/]R. Thus Eq.~3.5! transforms Eq.~2.31! into
the following VE for a molecule:

2R•

]

]R
E1E d3r H d̃E@ven,A#

d̃A~r !
•A8~r !J 5E1T02T2 .

~3.7!

It is convenient to consider the total energy of a molecu
Emol , as a sum of the nucleus-nucleus interaction energy
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Enn~Z,R!5
e2

4p«0
(
l ,k

M
ZlZk

uRl2Rku
, ~3.8!

and theN-electron system energyE

Emol5Enn1E5T1EC, ~3.9!

where

T5T01T11T21T18 ~3.10a!

is the sum of all kinetic energy terms, and

EC5Een1Eee1Enn ~3.10b!

is the sum of all Coulombic~C! energy contributions. Due to
the Coulombic character ofEnn, the following identity holds

2R•

]

]R
Enn~Z,R!52

]

]l
Enn~Z,lR!ul5151Enn~Z,R!.

~3.11!

So, the sum of Eqs.~3.11! and~3.7! gives the following VE
~note thatEnn is independent ofA):

2R•

]

]R
Emol1E d3r H d̃Emol@ven,A#

d̃A~r !
•A8~r !J

5Emol1T02T2 , ~3.12!

with d̃Emol / d̃A[d̃E/ d̃A given in Eq.~2.36!. The limits A8
→0 and T1 ,T2 ,T18→0 reduce this equation to the trad
tional VE for a molecule in the absence of a MF@see, e.g.,
Eq. ~1.6.11! of Ref. @14##.

IV. MOLECULE IN A HOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC
FIELD

A. Virial equations

Vector potentials for the homogeneous MF,B5const.,
are well known. Let us choose the following:

A~r !5 1
2 B3r5~2 1

2 y, 1
2 x,0!B, B5~0,0,B!, ~4.1!

where, without loss of generality, for the second form thz
axis of the coordinate system is chosen along the directio
B. The derivative, Eq.~2.32!, of the scaled vector potentia
can be found immediately from Eq.~4.1! to be

A8~r !5
]

]l
A~lr !5A~r !. ~4.2!

Therefore, with the help of Eq.~2.36!, in the case of a ho-
mogeneous MF the corresponding term in Eq.~3.12! can be
written in the following form@see Eqs.~2.6!–~2.8!#:

E d3r H d̃Emol@ven,A#

d̃A~r !
•A8~r !J 5T112T21T18 .

~4.3!

By insertingv in the form ~3.1! andA in the form ~4.1!
into Eq. ~2.2! we obtain the HamiltonianĤ depending ex-
of

plicitly on the arraysZ,R and the scalarB; therefore, the
molecular energy and all its components, Eq.~3.9!, depend
on the same arguments:

Emol5Emol~Z,R,B!5T0~Z,R,B!1•••, ~4.4!

while the Hellmann-Feynman theorem in connection w
such a Hamiltonian gives immediately

B
]

]B
Emol~Z,R,B!5T112T21T18 . ~4.5!

Thus, due to Eq.~4.3! and~4.5!, the VE~3.12! can be rewrit-
ten as

S 2R•

]

]R
1B

]

]B
21DEmol5T02T2 . ~4.6!

But, from Eqs.~4.5! and ~3.9! we have

S B
]

]B
21DEmol5T22T02EC. ~4.7!

The sum of Eq.~4.6! and ~4.7! leads to the VE in an alter
native form

S 2R•

]

]R
12B

]

]B
22DEmol52EC, ~4.8a!

and, next, using Eq.~3.9!, to a form

S 2R•

]

]R
12B

]

]BD Emol52T1EC. ~4.8b!

B. Uniform scaling of a molecule

Although the termR•]Emol /]R in the VEs~4.6! and~4.8!
involves 3M coordinates of the nuclear skeleton of a mo
ecule, Eq.~3.2!, it can be, in fact, expressed as a derivati
with respect to a single parameter@compare Eq.~2.32!#:

R•

]

]R
Emol~Z,R,B!5

]

]l
Emol~Z,lR,B!ul51 . ~4.9!

This property suggests the formulation of a problem of
uniformly scaled molecule: we choose and fix some confi
ration of nuclear positionsR0 @this includes also a particula
orientation of a molecule with respect toB, according to the
convention in Eq.~4.1!# and, next, we consider a set of co
figurationsR obtained fromR0 by the uniform scaling with a
dimensionless parameterR:

R5R R0, 0,R<`. ~4.10!

We will call R the size parameter of a molecule. It should
noted that each bond length is scaled in the same way,uRl

2Rl 8u5RuRl
02Rl 8

0 u, while bond angles and orientatio
angles remain unchanged during scaling. We are going
find the field dependence of the GS energyEmol of the mol-
ecule characterized byZ, Eq. ~3.3!, and byR, Eq. ~3.2!, in
the form Eq.~4.10!. The energy of a highly squeezed mo
ecule ~of a very small sizeR) is very large due to theEnn
}1/R term in Eq.~3.9!, while the termE tends to the finite
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energy of the ‘‘united atom’’ havingZ5( lZl . At infinite
size parameter, the molecule dissociates into atoms. If
initial molecule was ionized, some of these atoms are i
ized. Knowledge of the atomic energies together with
ionization potentials~electron affinities! of all atoms would
be sufficient to determine the species which are the an
~cations!, by looking for the minimum of the total energy o
the system of atoms and ions.

From Eq.~4.9! we find

R•

]

]R
Emol~Z,R,B!uR5R R05R

]

]R
Emol~Z,RR0,B!.

~4.11!

Since now we simplify the notation:Emol(Z,RR0,B)
→Emol(R,B), and similarly for all components ofEmol , Eq.
~3.9!, and for DMs, by suppressing the dependence on
fixed Z and R0. After inserting the result~4.11!, the VEs
~4.6! and ~4.8! represent partial differential equations f
Emol as a function of two independent variablesR,B:

S 2R
]

]R
1B

]

]B
21DEmol~R,B!5T02̄~R,B!, ~4.12!

with T02̄5T02T2, and

S 2
1

2
R

]

]R
1B

]

]B
21DEmol~R,B!52

1

2
EC~R,B!.

~4.13a!

S 2R
]

]R
12B

]

]BD Emol~R,B!52T~R,B!1EC~R,B!.

~4.13b!

The difference between Eqs.~4.12! and ~4.13a! leads to the
expression for the derivative of the molecular energy w
respect to the size parameter:

R
]

]R
Emol~R,B!52$EC~R,B!12T02̄~R,B!%, ~4.14!

a counterpart of Eq.~4.5!. At the optimum sizeRopt(B) for a
given B, for which Emol(R,B) reaches minimum, so th
equation

]

]R
Emol~R,B!uR5Ropt(B)50 ~4.15!

holds, we see from Eq.~4.14! that the following relation
between the Coulombic and kinetic energy contributio
must obey

EC„Ropt~B!,B…12 T02̄„Ropt~B!,B…50, ~4.16!

valid at arbitraryB. It should be stressed that during minim
zation overR, Eq. ~4.15!, the remaining parameters of th
molecule geometry, like ratios of bond lengths, bond ang
orientation angles, all are held fixed; therefore, they may
be at the optimum.
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C. „R,B…-dependent molecular energy in terms of 1DM

With the help of Eqs.~2.5!, ~2.7!, and~4.1!, the right-hand
side of Eq.~4.12! for the homogeneous MF can be written

T02̄~R,B!5T0~R,B!2T2~R,B!

5E d3r H t~r ;R,B!2
e2

8m
n~r ;R,B!~x21y2!B2J ,

~4.17!

i.e., in terms of the conventional kinetic-energy densityt(r )
and the electron-number densityn(r ), both derivable from
the 1DM r1, Eqs.~2.11! and ~2.18!. For smallB, T02̄(R,B)
is positive, see Eq.~2.11!. It should be recalled here that th
separate termsT0 andT2 at B5” 0 have no physical meanin
as depending on a gauge; however, the combinationT0
2T2 is gauge invariant~see Appendix A!.

Let us suppose that the dependence ofr1 on R and B is
known. So T02̄(R,B) is available andEmol(R,B) can be
found by solving Eq.~4.12!. It will be convenient to trans-
form this equation by subtracting from it theB→0 limiting
equation

S 2R
]

]R
1B

]

]B
21D dEmol~R,B!5dT02̄~R,B!,

~4.18a!

where

dF~R,B!5F~R,B!2F~R,0!. ~4.18b!

The unique solutiondEmol of Eq. ~4.18a!, passing through
the initial condition line dEmol

ini (R,B0) ~assumed to be a
known function ofR for some fixedB0) can be written in the
form

dEmol~R,B!5~B/B0!dEmol
ini ~RB/B0 ,B0!

1E
B0 /B

1

dz z22dT02̄~R/z,Bz!. ~4.19!

It is easy to check directly that this solution satisfies t
initial condition and Eq.~4.18a!.

But, in fact, we would like to have for the initial conditio
the GS energy of a molecule in the absence of a MF.
small B0, we can expandEmol

ini (R8,B0) in the Taylor series
with respect toB0, so the corresponding term of Eq.~4.19! is

B

B0
dEmol

ini ~RB/B0 ,B0!

5BH ]Emol
ini ~R8,B8!

]B8
1

1

2
B0

]2Emol
ini ~R8,B8!

~]B8!2

1•••J
B850, R85RB/B0

. ~4.20!

From Eq.~4.5!, using Eqs.~4.1! and ~2.6!–~2.8! we find
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]Emol
ini ~R8,B8!

]B8
5E d3r H 1

2
~r3 jp~r ;R8,B8!!z

1
e2

4m
B8 n~r ;R8,B8!~x21y2!

2mz~r ;R8,B8!J . ~4.21!

Let us note that atB50 ~andA50 chosen!, the Hamiltonian
~2.2! is real, therefore its eigenfunction can be chosen r
too, what leads to real 1DMr1 and then tojp(r )50, accord-
ing to Eq.~2.12!, second line. Thus only the third term of E
~4.21! enters Eq.~4.20! at B850. Finally, the limiting form
of Eq. ~4.19! for B0→0 is

Emol~R,B!5Emol~R,0!2B Mz

1E
0

1

dz z22$T02̄~R/z,Bz!2T02̄~R/z,0!%,

~4.22!

where, according to Eq.~2.13!, thez component of the mag
netization vector for a molecule dissociated into atoms aB
50 is

Mz5 lim
R8→`

E d3r mz~r ;R8,0!

52
ge\

4m (
l 51

M

$N↑~Zl !2N↓~Zl !%. ~4.23!

Here Ns(Zl), s5↑,↓, is the number of electrons with th
spins in the atom~ion! characterized byZl . The integral in
Eq. ~4.22! must be convergent at lower limit, because
remaining terms of this equation are finite.

D. „R,B…-dependent molecular energy in terms of pair density

The total Coulombic energyEC(R,B), involved in the VE
~4.13!, can be written with the help of Eqs.~3.10b!, ~3.6!,
~3.1!, ~2.10!, and~3.8!, as

EC~R,B!5
e2

4p«0
H 2(

l 51

M

ZlE d3r
n~r ;R,B!

ur2RRl
0u

1E d3r 1 d3r 2

n2~r1 ,r2 ;R,B!

ur12r2u

1
1

R (
l ,k

M
ZlZk

uRl
02Rk

0uJ , ~4.24!

i.e., in terms of the electron-pair densityn2(r1 ,r2 ;R,B) and
the electron-number densityn(r ;R,B). The last can be ob
tained from the former@see Eqs.~2.15!–~2.18!#:

n~r ;R,B!5
2

N21E d3r 8 n2~r ,r 8;R,B!. ~4.25!
al

l

Let us suppose that the dependence ofn2 on R and B is
known, so the functionEC(R,B) is available for solving Eq.
~4.13a!. By applying steps analogous to these in Sec. IV
we have the partial differential equation

S 2
1

2
R

]

]R
1B

]

]B
21D dEmol~R,B!52

1

2
dEC~R,B!

~4.26!

and its solution

dEmol~R,B!5~B/B0!dEmol
ini

„R~B/B0!1/2,B0…

2~1/2!E
B0 /B

1

dz z22dEC~R/z1/2,Bz!,

~4.27!

passing through the initial condition linedEmol
ini (R,B0). The

B0→0 limit of this result is obtained in the same way
previously:

Emol~R,B!5Emol~R,0!2B Mz

2 1
2 E

0

1

dz z22$EC~R/z1/2,Bz!2EC~R/z1/2,0!%,

~4.28!

whereMz is given in Eq.~4.23!. The integral must be con
vergent because all remaining terms in the equation are
nite.

By equating two solutions~4.22! and ~4.28! we find the
following relation, valid at arbitraryR andB:

E
0

1

dz z22$@EC~R/z1/2,Bz!2EC~R/z1/2,0!#

12@T02̄~R/z,Bz!2T02̄~R/z,0!#%50, ~4.29!

which generalizes the relation~4.16! valid at the optimum
size parameter.

E. B-dependent molecular energy at fixed geometry

Equation~4.7! can be considered a differential equatio
for B dependence ofEmol when the geometry of a molecule
R5R R0, is kept fixed. After subtracting from it theB→0
limiting equation we have

S B
]

]B
21D dEmol~R,B!5dEfd~R,B!, ~4.30!

where we denoted byEfd the combination of energy term
determining the field dependence~fd!:

Efd5T22T02EC52~T02̄1EC!, ~4.31!

see Eqs.~4.17! and~4.24! for the explicit form. The solution
of Eq. ~4.30! passing through the initial condition
dEmol

ini (R,B0) is
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dEmol~R,B!5~B/B0!dEmol
ini ~R,B0!

1E
B0 /B

1

dz z22dEfd~R,Bz!. ~4.32!

Using Eqs.~4.20! and~4.21!, we find theB0→0 limit of the
solution

Emol~R,B!5Emol~R,0!2B Mz~R!

1E
0

1

dz z22$Efd~R,Bz!2Efd~R,0!%,

~4.33!

whereMz(R) is the magnetization vector of a molecule
B50:

Mz~R!52
ge\

4m
@N↑~Z,RR0!2N↓~Z,RR0!#. ~4.34!

HereNs(Z,RR0) is the number of electrons with the spins
in the molecule characterized byZ,RR0 @compare Eq.
~4.23!#.

F. Extrapolating field dependence

The expressions forEmol(R,B) obtained in the previous
Secs. IV C, IV D, and IV E involve, in addition to the infor
mation atB50, the functionsT02̄ , EC, andEfd from a wide
range of argumentsR8 and B8. Such information may be
difficult to find; therefore, it may prove useful to have e
pressions extrapolating to the fieldB the results known at the
field B0 by using the mentioned functions from a narrow
range of arguments. Such expressions are easy to o
from Eqs.~4.18a!, ~4.26!, and~4.30! whend is omitted both
in the equations and in their solutions, and the substitu
Emol

ini →Emol is applied:

Emol~R,B!5~B/B0!Emol~RB/B0 ,B0!

1E
B0 /B

1

dz z22T02̄~R/z,Bz!, ~4.35!

Emol~R,B!5~B/B0!Emol„R~B/B0!1/2,B0…

2~1/2!E
B0 /B

1

dz z22EC~R/z1/2,Bz!,

~4.36!

Emol~R,B!5~B/B0!Emol~R,B0!1E
B0 /B

1

dz z22Efd~R,Bz!.

~4.37!

For the solution in terms ofT02̄ or EC, separately, the ex
trapolation starts from the molecular energy at the fieldB0
and at the sizeR05RB/B0 or R05R(B/B0)1/2, and involves
functions with the arguments in the rangeR<R8<R0 and
B0<B8<B, while for the solution in terms ofEfd , there is
R5R85R0.
r
ain

n

V. ATOM IN A HOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELD

For an atom, the electron-nuclei potentialven, Eq. ~3.1!,
reduces to one term (M51, Z15Z):

ven~r ;Z!52
e2

4p«0

Z

ur u
. ~5.1!

We have chosen for its position vectorR150, because in a
homogeneous MF the atomic energy can not depend on
position of an atom. It depends, in fact, on three scalar
rameters only,E5E(N,Z,B). The dependence onZ enters
the expectation value~2.4! of the atomic Hamiltonian via the
term connected withven, Eq. ~5.1!,

Ṽ@n,v#5Ẽen@n,Z#5E d3r n~r !ven~r ;Z!. ~5.2!

So, by applying the Hellmann-Feynman identity we can fi
immediately for theZ dependence

Z
]

]Z
E~N,Z,B!5Z

]

]Z8
Ẽen@n~ .;N,Z,B!,Z8#uZ85Z

5Een~N,Z,B!. ~5.3!

When adapting molecular results of the preceding sec
to the atomic case, we replaceEmol by E, becauseEnn is
absent, Eqs.~3.8!, ~3.9!, and we remove any reference toR.
We also simplify the notation:E(N,Z,B)→E(B), and simi-
larly for all components ofE, by suppressing the dependen
on N and Z, which are kept fixed for the relations writte
below. Thus from Eq.~4.5! we have

B
]

]B
E~B!5T112T21T18 ~5.4!

for the derivative with respect toB, and from Eqs.~4.12! and
~4.13!

S B
]

]B
21DE~B!5T02̄~B!, ~5.5!

S B
]

]B
21DE~B!52

1

2
EC~B!, ~5.6a!

2B
]

]B
E~B!52T~B!1EC~B! ~5.6b!

for the VEs. The Coulombic energy for an atom is limited
EC5Eee1Een. The difference of Eqs.~5.5! and~5.6a! gives
the relation

EC~B!12 T02̄~B!50, ~5.7!

valid for arbitraryB @the analogous relation for a molecul
Eq. ~4.16!, holds at the equilibrium size#. TheB→0 limit of
Eq. ~5.7! or ~5.6b! is equivalent to the well known relation
for an atom in the absence of a MF~see, e.g., Ref.@14#!

^V̂en1V̂ee&12^T̂&50. ~5.8!
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The solutions~4.22! and ~4.28! of VEs for molecules,
adapted now for atoms, are

E~B!5E~0!2B Mz1E
0

1

dz z22$T02̄~Bz!2T02̄~0!%,

~5.9!

E~B!5E~0!2B Mz2
1
2 E

0

1

dz z22$EC~Bz!2EC~0!%,

~5.10!

whereMz is given by Eq.~4.23! limited to one term only.
Equivalence of the two forms of the atomic energy, E
~5.9! and~5.10!, is obvious from Eq.~5.7!. The convergence
of the integral can be proven from the VE~5.5!: after insert-
ing there the series forE(B) andT02̄(B) expanded in powers
of B, we find from the linear terms that$]T02̄(B)/]B%B50
50, so for z→0 the integrand tends to the finite valu
1
2 B2 $]2T02̄(B8)/(]B8)2%B850.

All three extrapolating expressions~4.35!–~4.37! for a
molecule give one expression when adapted for an atom

E~B!5~B/B0!E~B0!1E
B0 /B

1

dz z22T02̄~Bz!. ~5.11!

VI. FIELD DEPENDENCE OF APPROXIMATE
GROUND-STATE SOLUTIONS AND OF EXCITED-STATE

SOLUTIONS

A. Variational solutions

All results, obtained in the previous sections, concern
exact GS energy and DMs, as corresponding to the GS s
tion of the Schro¨dinger equation~2.19!. No approximations
were involved during the derivations. It is interesting th
these results hold also for some approximate solutions.
discuss now the solutions obtained from the variational p
ciple

E@v,A#<EV@v,A#5 min
CPV

^CuĤ@v,A#uC&

5^•••&uC5CV[v,A] . ~6.1!

Here we denoted byV a particular set of normalized
N-electron trial wave functions. Used as the superscriptV
indicates the approximate GS solution defined by Eq.~6.1!.
Thus $EV@v,A#,CV@v,A#% of Eq. ~6.1! will play the role
analogous to$E@v,A#,C@v,A#%, the solution of Eq.~2.19!.
The most important example ofV is a set of Slater determi
nants, leading, via Eq.~6.1!, to the unrestricted Hartree-Foc
results. A wider set may define each trial wave function to
a linear combination of a few Slater determinants, exhibit
some particular~e.g., spin! symmetry. There is no need t
give further examples. The only requirement forV to be
applicable for our purposes is that the relation

Cj
VPV ~6.2!

must be true. HereCj
V denotes the solutionCV@v,A# trans-

formed by means of the scaling defined in Eq.~2.21!. The
property~6.2! is fulfilled by a general Hartree-Fock set an
by a general multideterminantal set~however, not in the re-
.

e
lu-

t
e
-

e
g

stricted cases for which any molecular orbital of a Sla
determinant is represented as linear combination of afinite
number offixedbasis functions with the coefficients playin
the role of variational parameters!. When Eq.~6.2! is true,
Eqs.~2.22!–~2.28! hold for $EV,CV%.

The Hellmann-Feynman theorem was invoked ma
times in the preceding sections. It is easy to verify tha
holds not only for the solution$E@v,A#,C@v,A#% of the
Schrödinger equation~2.19!, but also for the variational so
lution $EV@v,A#,CV@v,A#% of Eq. ~6.1!. To see this, let us
consider the HamiltonianĤ(e) which depends on a param
eter e, so the variational solution, corresponding to it, d
pends one, too:

EV~e!5 min
CPV

^CuĤ~e!uC&5^•••&uC5CV(e) . ~6.3!

Now, applying the rules of differentiation to this solution, w
find

d

de
EV~e!5

d

de
^CV~e!uĤ~e!uCV~e!&

5
d

de8
^CV~e!uĤ~e8!uCV~e!&ue85e

1
d

de8
^CV~e8!uĤ~e!uCV~e8!&ue85e .

~6.4!

But the second term of the last result vanishes. To prove
we use the functionCV(e8)PV as a trial function in the
minimization ~6.3!: the minimum with respect toe8 is
reached ate85e. So, finally, Eq.~6.4! can be rewritten as

d

de
EV~e!5^CV~e!u

dĤ~e!

de
uCV~e!&, ~6.5!

i.e., in the traditional form of the Hellmann-Feynman ide
tity.

Thus all results obtained in Secs. II–V for the exact G
solution hold also for all those variational solution
EV@v,A#, CV@v,A#, for which the setV of trial functions
shows the property~6.2!. In particular, the discrepancy in th
satisfaction of the VE~5.7! for atoms and Eqs.~4.14! or
~4.16! for molecules may be used for checking the numeri
accuracy ~convergence! of the Hartree-Fock calculations
similarly as the relation~5.8! is widely used for this purpose
for atoms in the absence of a MF.

B. Excited-state solutions

One can define the setV of trial functions used in Eq.
~6.1! as the subspace of the Hilbert space of normaliz
N-electron functions, which consists of all functions havi
particular symmetry properties~i.e., which transform as rows
of a particular irreducible representation of the group of
Schrödinger equation for the HamiltonianĤ). If this symme-
try is different from the symmetry of the GS, the solutionEV

of Eq. ~6.1! represents theexact excitedenergy, the lowest
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one of this symmetry. However, when the definition ofV
imposes some restrictions~model forms! on trial functions
@keeping the relation~6.2! true# in addition to the symmetry
requirements, the solutionEV approximatesonly thisexcited
energy. As follows from Sec. VI A, all results obtained
Secs. II–V must hold also for these excited~exact or ap-
proximate! states.

It should be noted that in terms of the above-mention
symmetry-restricted variational problem, the GS energy
also the lowest energy of some particular symmetry, but
addition, it represents the absolute minimum when all p
sible symmetries are considered. It may happen for so
systems, however, that the symmetry of the GS may be
ferent in various regions of the (R,B) plane. In such a cas
the results~4.22!, ~4.28!, and ~4.33! and also Eqs.~4.35!–
~4.37!, should be used with caution. As obtained by integ
tion of partial differential equations, they are correct und
assumption thatT02̄ , EC, andEfd , respectively, are continu
ous functions ofR8,B8. But these functions may show dis
continuity at the border between regions of different symm
tries for the GS solution. To satisfy the mention
assumption, one should take these functions selected by
criterion of the symmetry of the solution~in the whole range
of integration overR8,B8) rather than by the GS criterion.

Inspired by the very recent Go¨rling paper @17#, we are
going to argue that our results for the field dependence h
also forarbitrary excited-stateexact energies. A convenien
tool ~invoked by Go¨rling! — the basic stationarity principle
of quantum mechanics — will play for excited states t
same role that the variational principle~2.22! played for the
GS. According to this principle, the eigensolutio
$Ek@v,A#,Ck@v,A#% of the Schro¨dinger equation

Ĥ@v,A#Ck@v,A#5Ek@v,A#Ck@v,A# ~6.6!

leads to the stationary expectation value of the Hamilton

^C~«!uĤuC~«!&5Ek1O~«2! ~6.7!

for C~«!PV, C~«!5Ck1«dC1O~«2!

~vanishing first variation!. The setV is the same as tha
defined at the beginning of Sec. VI B. Thus the compos
labelk includes the label of the irreducible representation
V and the ‘‘principal’’ quantum number which orders th
eigenvalues of the given symmetry into an increasing
quence. It should be noted that the symmetry group of
Hamiltonian of a molecule in homogeneous MF remains
same for all$R,B% from the region 0,R,`, 0,B,`.

Similarly as for the GS case, we define the scaled func
Cj

k by applying Eq.~2.21! to Ck. According to Eq.~6.7!, the
analog of Eq.~2.23! is true

05
]

]j
^Cj

kuĤ@v,A#uCj
k&uj51 , ~6.8!

so all remaining equations of Sec. II B hold for the statek.
In order to have the Hellmann-Feynman theorem

d

de
Ek~e!5^Ck~e!u

dĤ~e!

de
uCk~e!& ~6.9!
d
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~and, therefore, the results of Sec. II C! extended to the ex-
cited states, we need the eigensolution$Ek(e8),Ck(e8)% of
the HamiltonianĤ(e8) to be labeled by the samek as the
eigensolution of the close HamiltonianĤ(e), i.e., for ue8
2eu!1, the eigenenergyEk(e8) should be close toEk(e),
but far from Ek8(e) for k85” k ~the separability property!.
Then the proof of Eq.~6.9! goes similarly as in Eq.~6.4!, but
now d ^Ck(e8)uĤ(e)uCk(e8)&/de850 at e85e takes place
due to the stationarity principle~6.7!.

Thus all results concerning the VEs, obtained for the G
hold also for excited states. However, in connection with
separability, these results are not available for such statek
at a particular point$R,B%, for which an accidental degen
eracy occurs,Ek(R,B)5Ek8(R,B).

C. Magnetic Thomas-Fermi solutions

The statistical model of an atom in the absence of a m
netic field, known as the Thomas-Fermi approximation~see,
e.g., in Refs.@9,14#!, has been extended to an intense ma
netic field by Kadomtsev@10# ~see also Mueller, Rau, an
Spruch@11#!. It will be called here the magnetic Thoma
Fermi ~MTF! approximation. For a molecule characteriz
by the electron numberN and the external potentia
ven(r ;Z,R) of its nuclear skeleton, Eq.~3.1!, immersed in a
homogeneous MFB, the GS energyEMTF(N,Z,R,B) and the
electron-number densitynMTF(r ;N,Z,R,B) in the MTF ap-
proximation represent the solution of the variational probl

EMTF~N,Z,R,B!5 min
n→N

ẼMTF@n,Z,R,B#

5ẼMTF@nMTF~ .;N,Z,R,B!,Z,R,B#,

~6.10a!

where the variational densityn(r )>0 is constrained by the
requirement

E d3r n~r !5N. ~6.10b!

The MTF energy functional is a sum

ẼMTF@n,Z,R,B#5Ẽkin@n,B#1Ẽen@n,Z,R#1Ẽes@n#
~6.10c!

of the kinetic energy functional

Ẽkin@n,B#5cMTFB22E d3r n3~r !, ~6.10d!

wherecMTF52p4 \4/(3me2), which replaces the sum (T̃0

1T̃11T̃21T̃18) of the exact theory terms, Eq.~2.4!; the
electron-nuclei energy functional

Ẽen@n,Z,R#5E d3r n~r !ven~r ;Z,R!, ~6.10e!

which is the same as in the exact theory; and the class
electrostatic energy of electrons
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Ẽes@n#5
e2

4p«0
E d3r 1 d3r 2

n~r1!n~r2!

2 ur12r2u
, ~6.10f!

which approximates theẼee term of the exact theory, Eq
~2.10! with ~2.3!. The solution of Eq.~6.10a! is known to
exist @18# for N<Z, where Z5( lZl . The MTF model is
valid @10,11# for MFs B satisfying

Z4/3!B/Bau!Z3, ~6.10g!

whereBau5\/(eaB
2)52.35063105 T is the atomic unit of

the field (1 T5104 G).
In analogy with Eq.~3.9a! we define the total energy of

molecule in the MTF approximation as

Emol
MTF~N,Z,R,B!5EMTF~N,Z,R,B!1Enn~Z,R!

5Ekin~N,Z,R,B!1EC
MTF~N,Z,R,B!,

~6.11!

whereEnn is given in Eq.~3.8! and the sum of all Coulombic
terms is approximated now by

EC→EC
MTF5Een1Ees1Enn ~6.12!

@compare Eq. ~3.10b!#. Here Ekin(N,Z,R,B)
5Ẽkin@nMTF(.;N,Z,R,B),B#, and similarly for other terms
As in Sec. IV B, we are going to find the virial relations fo
a uniformly scaled molecule, Eq.~4.10!, which is character-
ized by the size parameterR. Now we simplify the notation
Emol

MTF(N,Z,RR0,B)→Emol
MTF(N,R,B), and similarly for all

components of the total energy and for the density, by s
pressing the dependence on the fixedZ andR0.

By applying the variational Hellmann-Feynman ident
~6.5! to the variational MTF solution~6.10a! ~here in terms
of the density rather than the wave function! we find

]

]B
EMTF~N,R,B!5

]

]B8
Ẽkin@nMTF~ .;N,R,B!,B8#uB85B ,

~6.13a!

]

]R
EMTF~N,R,B!5

]

]R8
Ẽen@nMTF~ .;N,R,B!,R8#uR85R .

~6.13b!

After performing differentiation ofẼkin given in the form
~6.10d!, and taking into account thatEnn is independent ofB,
we obtain for the field dependence of the total molecu
energy~6.11! the following result:

B
]

]B
Emol

MTF~N,R,B!522 Ekin~N,R,B!. ~6.14!

On the way to obtain the VE we define the followin
scaled density:

nj~r !5j3 nMTF~jr ;N,R,B!, ~6.15!

Since this density satisfies the constraint~6.10b! and for j
51 coincides with the solution of Eq.~6.10a!, it can serve as
p-

r

a trial density for an alternative determination of the MT
GS energy~6.10a! by the following minimization:

EMTF~N,R,B!5min
j

ẼMTF@nj ,R,B#5ẼMTF@nj51 ,R,B#.

~6.16!

Therefore, the necessary condition

05
]

]j
ẼMTF@nj ,R,B#uj51 ~6.17!

must hold. Using Eq.~6.15! and the definitions~6.10d!–
~6.10f!, we find the explicitj dependence of various terms
Eq. ~6.16! with ~6.10c!:

Ẽkin@nj ,B#5cMTFB22j6E d3r 8@nMTF~r 8;R,B!#3

5j6 Ẽkin@nMTF~ .;R,B!,B#, ~6.18!

Ẽen@nj ,R#5jE d3r 8 nMTF~r 8;R,B!ven~r 8;Z,jRR0!

5j Ẽen@nMTF~ .;R,B!,jR#, ~6.19!

Ẽes@nj#5j Ẽes@nMTF~ .;R,B!#. ~6.20!

So the differentiation in Eq.~6.17! leads to

056Ekin1Een1Ees1
]

]j
Ẽen@nMTF~ .;R,B!,jR#uj51 .

~6.21!

Finally, using Eqs.~6.14!, ~6.13b!, and ~6.10c!, the VE is
obtained in the form

053Ekin~N,R,B!1S 11R
]

]R
2B

]

]BDEMTF~N,R,B!,

~6.22!

or, using Eqs.~6.11! and ~3.11!, in the form

S 2R
]

]R
1B

]

]B
21DEmol

MTF~N,R,B!53Ekin~N,R,B!.

~6.23!

We see that this VE for the MTF approximation is the sa
in form as for the exact GS solution if the replacement

T02̄→3Ekin ~6.24!

is performed in Eq.~4.12!.
By subtracting Eq.~6.11! from Eq. ~6.14! we have

S B
]

]B
21DEmol

MTF~N,R,B!523Ekin~N,R,B!

2EC
MTF~N,R,B!. ~6.25!

Thus the combination of Eq.~6.23! and ~6.25! leads to an
alternative form of the VE
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S 2
1

2
R

]

]R
1B

]

]B
21DEmol

MTF~N,R,B!52
1

2
EC

MTF~N,R,B!,

~6.26!

analogous to the VE~4.13! for the exact solution, and to th
size dependence

R
]

]R
Emol

MTF~N,R,B!52$EC
MTF~N,R,B!

12@3Ekin~N,R,B!#%, ~6.27!

analogous to Eq.~4.14! with replacements~6.12! and~6.24!.
It is interesting that in the MTF approximation the deriv

tives of EMTF can be determined not only with respect toB
andR, Eqs.~6.14! and~6.27!, but also with respect toN. This
is possible due to the fact that the dependence onN enters
into Eq. ~6.10a! only via the constraint~6.10b! and that it
remains meaningful for any realN.0, not only for integers.
With the help of a Lagrange multipliermMTF the minimiza-
tion ~6.10a!, constrained by Eq.~6.10b!, leads to

mMTF5const5
dẼMTF@n,R,B#

dn~r !
U

n5nMTF

. ~6.28!

Next, differentiating Eq.~6.10a! and using the result~6.28!
we find

]

]N
EMTF~N,R,B!5E d3r

dẼMTF@n,R,B#

dn~r !
U

n5nMTF

3
] nMTF~r ;N,R,B!

]N

5mMTF
]

]NE d3r nMTF~r ;N,R,B!5mMTF.

~6.29!

Knowing the explicit form of the functional dependence
ẼMTF on n(r ), Eqs. ~6.10c!–~6.10f!, we can find easily the
functional derivativedẼMTF/dn(r ). Now, using this result,
we multiply both sides of Eq.~6.28! by nMTF(r ;N,R,B),
integrate overr , and substitute formMTF the result~6.29!, to
obtain

N
]

]N
EMTF~N,R,B!53Ekin1Een12Ees. ~6.30!

Since the MTF approximation is valid for a sufficient
strong field only, Eq.~6.10g!, we cannot obtain analogs o
the results from Secs. IV C–IV E, because theB→0 limit is
involved there. However, the results obtained in Sec. IV
are valid for the MTF approximation, providedB0 is in the
range~6.10g! and the replacements~6.12! and~6.24! are ap-
plied in Eq.~4.35!–~4.37!.

Similarly as for molecules, all results of Sec. V for atom
@except Eqs.~5.9! and~5.10!# are valid for the MTF approxi-
mation when the replacements~6.24! and the atomic analog
of Eq. ~6.12!, EC→EC

MTF5Een1Ees, are applied. In particu-
lar, for the analog of Eq.~5.7! we have
F

Een~N,Z,B!1Ees~N,Z,B!16Ekin~N,Z,B!50,
~6.31!

the VE indicated already by Muelleret al. @11#. In Appendix
B we show that this VE and also the extrapolating express
~5.11! are satisfied by the known solution of Eq.~6.10! for an
atom.

VII. SUMMARY

In conclusion, the main results are summed up in the
lowing.

~i! The virial equation for amany-electronsystem in the
fields of arbitrary scalar v(r ) andvectorA(r ) potentials is
obtained in three equivalent forms~2.30!, ~2.31!, and~2.37!.
The last one represents a generalization of the result of
hard and Gross@16# by including theB-dependent term.

~ii ! For amolecule~neutral or ionized! in the field of an
arbitrary vector potentialA(r ) the obtained virial equation
~3.12! @with Eq. ~2.36!# generalizes the well known VE for a
molecule in the absence of a MF.

~iii ! For amoleculein a homogeneousMF, B5const, the
result~4.5! gives the field derivative of the molecular energ
while Eqs. ~4.6! and ~4.8! provide three forms of the VE
After introducing a uniformly scaled~squeezed/stretched!
molecule, characterized by the size parameterR, an expres-
sion for the derivative of the molecular energyEmol(R,B)
with respect toR is obtained in Eq.~4.14!, while the two
virial equations represent partial differential equations~4.12!
and ~4.13a! for this energy, having the solutions~4.22! and
~4.28!: the molecular energy for the given sizeR and the MF
B is obtained in terms of the molecular energy and the m
netization vectors~of separate atoms!, both in the absence o
a MF, and a specific integral involving either the kinetic ter
(T02T2), or the total Coulombic contributionEC, inte-
grated over sizes larger thanR and fields smaller thanB. It is
worth noting that theT1 term, involving the paramagnetic
current density vector~which is characteristic for the density
functional theory generalized to the MF case, see, e.g. R
@16,15#!, and theT18 term, involving the magnetization den
sity, both are absent in these solutions. When the geom
of a molecule for the givenR is kept fixed, the field-
depending energy is given by Eq.~4.33!: it involves the mo-
lecular energy and magnetization vector, both in the abse
of a MF, and the sum (T02T21EC), a function ofR andB8,
integrated overB8 smaller thanB. Eqs. ~4.35!–~4.37! pro-
vide an extrapolation of results known at the fieldB0 to the
field B.

~iv! Analogous results for anatom in a homogeneousMF
are given in Eqs.~5.3!–~5.11!.

It is interesting to see how the well known virial relatio
for an atom in the absence of a MF, Eq.~5.8!, is modified to
includeB, Eq. ~5.7!, and next, when generalized for a mo
ecule, it remains in the same form at the equilibrium si
Eq. ~4.16!, while at an arbitrary size it holds in an ‘‘aver
aged’’ sense, Eq.~4.29!. It should be stressed that all resul
for the field-dependence concern not only the exact GS
ergy, but also exact excited-state energies, and a wide c
of approximate~GS and some excited-state! energies, result-
ing from variational solutions, Eq.~6.1!, among them, the
Hartree-Fock approximation. Even the results for the fi
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dependence of the magnetic Thomas-Fermi energy,
~6.10!, show the same form, provided the substitutions~6.12!
and ~6.24! are applied.
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APPENDIX A: GAUGE INVARIANCE

The transformation of the vector potentialA(r ), defined
by

A~r !→Anew~r !5A~r !2“L~r !, ~A1!

whereL(r ) is an arbitrary scalar function, does not chang
physical quantity — the magnetic fieldB(r ), Eq. ~2.1!. It is
known that the eigenfunctionCnew of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion ~2.19! in which Ĥ is replaced byĤnew;

Ĥ@v,A#→Ĥnew[Ĥ@v,Anew#, ~A2!

differs from the eigenfunctionC5C@v,A# of the original
Schrödinger equation by aL-dependent phase factor only

C→Cnew~x1 , . . . ,xN!

5expS i
e

\
@L~r1!1•••1L~rN!# DC~x1 , . . . ,xN!,

~A3!

while the eigenenergy is independent of the unphys
gauge functionL(r )

Enew[^CnewuĤnewuCnew&5^CuĤuC&[E. ~A4!

The transformed DMs are defined by Eqs.~2.14!–~2.18!
applied to the transformed wave functionCnew. One sees
immediately that the diagonal~in spatial indices! DMs are
gauge invariant, nnew5n, n2

new5n2 , mnew5m@g1
new#

5m@g1#, Eq. ~2.13!. Therefore, from Eqs.~2.8!–~2.10! we
find

T18
new

5T18 , Vnew5V, Eee
new5Eee. ~A5!

The transformation of the 1DM, induced by Eq.~A3!,

r1
new~r1 ;r18!5expS i

e

\
@L~r1!2L~r18!# D r1~r1 ;r18!

~A6!

leads, according to Eqs.~2.11! and ~2.12!, to

tnew~r ![t~r ;@r1
new# !5t~r !1e j p~r !•“L~r !1

e2

2m
n~r !

3@“L~r !#2, ~A7!
q.

-
are
t
-

a

l

jp
new~r ![ jp~r ;@r1

new# !5 jp~r !1
e

m
n~r !“L~r !. ~A8!

Using these results in Eqs.~2.5!–~2.7!, one verifies immedi-
ately by simple algebra that

T0
new1T1

new1T2
new[E d3r H tnew~r !1e jp

new~r !•@A~r !

2“L~r !#1
e2

2m
n~r !@A~r !2“L~r !#2J

5E d3r H t~r !1e jp~r !•A~r !

1
e2

2m
n~r !A2~r !J [T01T11T2 . ~A9!

Thus combining Eqs.~A5! and ~A9! we check that the tota
energy, Eq. ~2.20!, is gauge invariant,Enew5E, as an-
nounced in Eq.~A4!.

Let us find now the gauge transformation of the kine
energy combination entering the VE

T0
new2T2

new

[E d3r H tnew~r !2
e2

2m
n~r !@A~r !2“L~r !#2J

5T02T21E d3r eH jp~r !1
e

m
n~r !A~r !J •“L~r !

5T02T22E d3r L~r !e“•H jp~r !1
e

m
n~r !A~r !J .

~A10!

~Vanishing of the DMs and their derivatives at infinite di
tances has been used in the last step.! The vector represente
by the combination in the curly braces — the physical c
rent j (r ) — is known to satisfy the continuity equation~for
stationary states!

“• j ~r ![“•H jp~r !1
e

m
n~r !A~r !J 50. ~A11!

Thus the last integral in Eq.~A10! vanishes, so (T02T2) is
gauge invariant.

APPENDIX B: EXAMPLE OF THE MTF ATOM

As shown by Banerjee, Constantinescu, and Reha´k @12#,
the GS energy of anatom in the MTF approximation, the
solution of Eq.~6.10!, can be written as

EMTF~N,Z,B!5Z9/5B2/5e~N/Z!, ~B1!

where e(n) is a universal function defined for 0,n<1,
available numerically@the authors provide results forn
51,(121/Z),(122/Z) at Z55,6, . . .,100#. For smalln this
function was shown by March and Tomishima@13# to have
an expansion

e~n!5constn3/5@11O~n!#. ~B2!
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We are going to verify now that this solution~B1! satis-
fies the VE~6.31! and the extrapolating expression~5.11!. It
will be convenient to introduce an auxiliary function

w~n!5
d ln~e~n!!

d ln~n!
, so w~n!5

3

5
1O~n! for n!1,

~B3!

in terms of which the derivatives ofEMTF, Eq. ~B1!, can be
written

N
]

]N
EMTF~N,Z,B!5w~N/Z!EMTF~N,Z,B!, ~B4!

Z
]

]Z
EMTF~N,Z,B!5@~9/5!2w~N/Z!#EMTF~N,Z,B!,

~B5!

B
]

]B
EMTF~N,Z,B!5~2/5!EMTF~N,Z,B!. ~B6!
re

nc

. A
But the same derivatives are known to be linear combi
tions of Ekin , Een, and Ees, Eqs. ~6.30!, ~5.3!, and ~6.14!.
The solution of such a system of 3 linear equations can
found immediately to be

Ekin52 1
5 EMTF, ~B7!

Een5~ 9
5 2w!EMTF, ~B8!

Ees5~w2 3
5 !EMTF. ~B9!

After substituting these values into Eq.~6.31! we see that
this VE is satisfied identically. No explicit form of the func
tion e(n) was involved, therefore the VE~6.31! is not help-
ful in checking the numerical accuracy of the solution~B1!.

In order to verify that the solution~B1! satisfies the ex-
trapolating expression~5.11! for E(B)→EMTF(N,Z,B), we
need to perform the replacement~6.24! using Eq.~B7!:
EMTF~N,Z,B!5~B/B0!EMTF~N,Z,B0!1E
B0 /B

1

dz z22~23/5!EMTF~N,Z,Bz!

5Z9/5e~N/Z!H B B0
23/51B2/5E

B0 /B

1

dz~23/5!z28/5J
5Z9/5e~N/Z!$B B0

23/51B2/5
„12~B0 /B!23/5

…%

5Z9/5e~N/Z!B2/5. ~B10!

So, really, the solution~B1! is recovered by means of the extrapolation.
es
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